ABSTRACT The extraction of facial features is the key to micro-expression recognition. This paper puts forward a micro-expression recognition algorithm through multi-feature fusion. In this algorithm, the change of local binary pattern (LBP) feature distribution is correlated with projection error. For fast and accurate detection, the research data were all extracted from professional facial expression databases, the images had basically the same positions in each expression library, and the pure face image was acquired through manual segmentation from the selected expression library. Through comparison and its application in an intelligent classroom environment, it is proved that the proposed algorithm clearly outperforms the original LBP algorithm. The proposed method can be extended to other image recognition and classification problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Micro-expression recognition is generally achieved in four steps, namely, face detection, image preprocessing, feature extraction and feature classification. The face detection is generally implemented using knowledge model, template matching or statistical model [1] - [3] . Whichever the basis, a face template should be prepared through sample training before the detection process, such as to eliminate the background and other noises from the target image, highlighting the face area. The image preprocessing is a process of dimension reduction [4] . With a huge amount of data, the original image belongs to the high-dimensional space. The dimension of the image needs to be reduced through transformation or mapping. The most popular ways of preprocessing include gray processing, histogram equalization and scale normalization. The feature extraction refers to the extraction of global and local features of facial expressions, including but not limited to appearance, geometry, deformation and motion [5] . The different expressions can be recognized by observing the relative positions of feature points [6] . The feature classification relies on the selection of a classifier out of the numerous available classifiers. It is impossible
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to recognize micro-expressions accurately without a suitable classifier.
Inspired by deep learning, this paper puts forward a micro-expression recognition algorithm through multifeature fusion. In this algorithm, the change of local binary pattern (LBP) feature distribution is correlated with projection error. Moreover, the statistical model-based face detection method was adopted due to good performance in complex environment. For fast, accurate detection, the research data were all extracted from professional facial expression databases, the images had basically the same positions in each expression library, and the pure face image was acquired through manual segmentation from the selected expression library.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW A. APPEARANCE FEATURE-BASED MICRO-EXPRESSION RECOGNITION
The existing studies on micro-expression recognition mainly tackle face detection, feature extraction and classification [3] , with special emphasis on the extraction of appearance features. The appearance features, ranging from density, edge to texture, are commonly extracted by local binary pattern (LBP)' [7] , Gabor filter [8] and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [9] . Below are some representative studies on micro-expression recognition using appearance feature.
Wang [10] introduced differential active appearance model and manifold learning to recognize micro-expressions. Li et al. [11] combined Gabor wavelet and kernel principal component analysis (PCA) into a micro-expression recognition method, and proved the robustness of the method through experiments. Lee et al. [12] improved the independent PCA, and classified expressions based on the resolution ability of principal components. Shojaeilangari et al. [13] extracted appearance features through Gabor transform and reduced the image dimension by PCA. Zhong et al. [14] employed Gabor transform to extract appearance features from the upper half, the lower half and the entire area of faces. Zhang et al. [15] proposed a maximum stable extremum region algorithm with excellent affine invariance.
Face is a flexible body. Facial expressions are mostly the result of facial muscles. Every expression is a gradual process of change. It is difficult for existing algorithms to distinguish different expressions accurately. At present, there are many facial expression databases for facial expression recognition, but there is no universal standard in the world. It will lead to errors in the accuracy of recognition. In addition, in the process of facial expression recognition, the existing algorithms usually separate face recognition from facial expression recognition. In this paper, the existing algorithms are improved from the aspect of feature extraction. It improves the disadvantage that a single feature cannot accurately represent all the information of the image, and the recognition rate of expression is improved.
B. DEEP LEARNING-BASED MICRO-EXPRESSION RECOGNITION
Deep learning is an important field of computer vision. The deep learning network boasts multiple intermediate layers between the input layer and the classifier, and learns high-level semantic features from abundant training data. This technology has been introduced to micro-expression recognition.
For example, Zhao et al. [16] designs a micro-expression recognition method based on convolution neural network (CNN), which extracts nonlinear facial features through multi-layer convolution and integration, and verifies the accuracy of the method against several facial expression benchmarks. Uddin et al. [17] , Sun and Bin [18] successfully apply neural network models like deep belief network (DBN) and deep Boltzmann machine (DBM) to micro-expression recognition.
III. PRELIMINARIES
The image preprocessing directly bears on the recognition accuracy of micro-expressions. This step is of great necessity because the original image often has poor evenness, contrast and noisiness, owing to the limitation of image acquisition device and the unstable light condition. As mentioned before, micro-expression images are usually preprocessed gray processing, histogram equalization or scale normalization.
A. GRAY PROCESSING
Gray processing means converting the original color image to a grayscale image. After all, the color image is too sensitive to the light condition. In computer system, the colors in the original image can be represented by many color models, such as RGB (red, green and blue), HSI (hue, saturation, intensity) and YCbCr. All the other models can be derived from the most basic color model RGB.
In the RGB system, the three primary colors, i.e. red, green and blue, correspond to the three axes, pure black is placed at (0, 0, 0) and pure white is positioned at (255, 255, 255).
The pixel values of an image can be expressed as coordinates in the system. When R = G = B, the pixel shows a gray color. Thus, the grayscale range for each pixel is 0∼255. Since our eyes are more sensitive to green than blue, the three components should be property weighed:
Grey processing of an image on angry face.
B. HISTOGRAM EQUALIZATION
Histogram equalization eliminates the illumination impact and skin color difference in the original image. The grayscale distribution of the target image can be illustrated by the statistical graph called grayscale histogram. In fact, this distribution is about the correlation between the grayscale of a pixel r and its visualization probability. For each pixel in the image, the grayscale r is a random value in the interval [0, 1], that is, f (x) is a random variable. Then, the grayscale distribution of the original image can be described by the probability density function p r (r):
where n is the total number of pixels in the image; n k is the number of pixels with the grayscale r k L is the total number of grayscale levels in the image. The curve of the p r (r k ) function is the grayscale image of the original image. Then, the grayscale image should be normalized by the following transform and inverse transform functions:
Under the same light condition, the faces with similar shapes should have similar grayscale distributions, i.e. similar VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. Micro-expression image and its histogram before equalization. 
C. SCALE NORMALIZATION
Scale normalization is necessary when the shooting angle and distance of the camera change during image acquisition. The key steps of scale normalization are translation, rotation and scaling. First, the eyes on the face are moved to the same horizontal line; then, the image is cropped to place the face at the center; finally, the cropped image is scaled so that the entire face has the same pixel size. The specific steps of scale normalization are as follows:
Step 1: The positions of both eyes are determined by face detection, and denoted as E l and E r , respectively.
Step 2: The image is rotated such that line E l E r is parallel to the horizontal direction.
Step 3: The image is cropped to the size of 2d * 2d (d = E l E r ), with O, the midpoint of E l E r , at the center.
Step 4: The cropped image is scaled to a unified pixel size.
IV. ALGORITHM DESIGN
The neutral expression is the starting point of every microexpression. The subblocks in each micro-expression image have different LBP feature distribution from their counterparts in the neutral expression image. If the micro-expression image is projected to the neutral expression image, the information richness of the micro-expression increases with the projection error. Thus, the LBP feature was integrated with projection error to extend the interval of normalized LBP feature and enhance feature differentiation. The LBP is a good descriptor of the grayscale and rotation invariance of textures. Focusing on surface features, the LBP algorithm [19] can extract local invariants from the entire face or a specific point on the face, which is sensitive to face changes like illumination and occlusion. By the algorithm, a point in the grayscale image is selected as the center pixel, and its grayscale is taken as the threshold. Then, the grayscale of each adjacent pixel is compared against the threshold. The resulting set of binary sequences is converted into decimal numbers, and taken as the eigenvalues of the point.
The original LBP algorithm can be expressed as a ninesquare grid. As shown in Figure 4 , the grayscales of the eight adjacent pixels are compared with the grayscale of the center pixel. If the adjacent pixel has a greater grayscale than the center pixel, the corresponding square will be marked as 1; otherwise, the corresponding square will be marked as 0.
Following the clockwise direction, a 8-bit binary number can be obtained from the nine-square grid: 11000001. The decimal number converted from this binary number is the LBP value of the pixel at that point. Thus, the LBP value can be calculated as:
where I c is the grayscale of the center point; I k is the grayscale of an adjacent point; Z (I k , I c ) can be obtained by:
Through the pairwise comparison, a monotonous grayscale curve can be obtained for the local area, which agrees with the grayscale variation in micro-expression images under changing light conditions. Therefore, the extraction of local features may help achieve automatic micro-expression recognition.
The LBP algorithm has a limited coverage (9 pixels in the nine-square grid), which constrains its expression ability. In this paper, the original LBP algorithm in extended to cover a wider range [20] . The extended LBP algorithm can be denoted as (P, R), where P is the number of pixels adjacent to the central pixel and R is the radius of the circular neighborhood ( Figure 5 ). The LBP features are denoted as LBP PR . As shown in Figure 5 , the circular neighborhood has a radius of 2 and eight adjacent pixels. Obviously, half of the adjacent pixels are located at the center of square, and another half are not located at square centers. The grayscale of each center adjacent pixel equals that of the local square, and that of each non-center adjacent pixel was determined by bilinear interpolation.
Let I (i, j) be the grayscale of the center point in row j, column i of the neighborhood. Then, the eight adjacent pixels were arranged on the circle (Figure 6 ). For the non-center pixel in the upper left corner, its grayscale can be derived from that of its four adjacent pixels.
The first step of bilinear interpolation is the horizontal interpolation of pixels 1 and 2. The grayscale of pixel 1 can be obtained by linear interpolation of I (i − 2, j − 2) and I (i − 2, j − 1) on the same line:
Similarly, the grayscale of pixel 2 can be calculated as:
Then, the vertical interpolation of the two pixels can be carried out. The grayscale of each non-center pixel can be calculated as: (1)) (9) Then, the grayscale was compared to that of the center pixel. The pixel position was marked 1 if the grayscale is greater than that of the center pixel, and 0 if otherwise. After each pixel in the neighborhood was assigned a weight, the value of the local texture feature of the central pixel LBP 8.2 can be determined by adding up the weighted grayscales of all pixels. Figure 7 illustrates a 2D vector projection, in which vector X is being projected on vector Y. As shown in the figure, the project vector is αY and the projection error is X − αY 2 . To minimize the projection error, the most suitable α needs to be selected through continuous adjustment. The error vector can be minimized when it is perpendicular to the data vector, that is, the inner product of the error vector and the data vector is 0.
A. PROJECTION ERROR
Next, a 2D vector projection analysis was performed to find the projection error between each subblock in the microexpression image and its counterpart in the neutral expression image. Let A = {Y i |i = 1, 2, . . . , N } be a set of neutral expression images, and B = {X k i |i = 1, 2, . . . , N; k = 1, 2, . . . , 7} be a set of micro-expression images. Each image in the expression library was divided into λ subblocks:
Number of subblock(λ) =
Image size Block size (10) This paper considers the k-th micro-expression image and the k-th neutral expression image. Let x k m and y m be the m-th subblock of the k-th micro-expression image and the m-th subblock of the k-th neutral expression image (m {1, 2, . . . , λ}). As mentioned before, the subblocks in each micro-expression image have different LBP feature distribution from their counterparts in the neutral expression image. Thus, the projection error between the m-th subblock of the micro-expression image and the m-th subblock of the neutral expression image can be expressed as:
The projection errors of other subblocks can be determined similarly. The magnitude of the projection error directly reflects the information richness of each subblock.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To verify the effectiveness of the extended LBP algorithm, the LBP features extracted by this algorithm were compared with those extracted by the original LBP algorithm based on a student micro-expression library. The support vector machine (SVM) classifier was used to eliminate any other interference.
The student micro-expression library contains 617 images from 19 students, covering 12 expressions. Each student has 2 to 3 pictures of each expression. All the pictures in the database are 720 × 576 in size. And the objects in the library have changes in lighting and posture, which is more in line with the reality of classroom teaching scene.
The LBP and extended LBP algorithms were adopted to analyze the same micro-expression images. The tested micro-expressions include anger, contempt, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, neutrality and surprised. For simplicity, a neutral expression image and an anger image were cited as an example. Both images were divided into 36 blocks (Figures 8 and 9 ). The differences of anger from neutrality can be clearly seen by comparing the subblocks of the two images.
The projection error of each subblock is shown in Figure 10 , where the abscissa is the serial number of subblocks and the ordinate is the projection error.
The projection errors were relatively large in subblocks 33 and 34, revealing obvious differences between anger and neutral expression. The two subblocks correspond to the mouth. By contrast, subblocks 6, 13 and 7 had small projection errors, an evidence of small differences. The three subblocks correspond to cheeks and hair.
Besides, the obvious and slight differences appeared alternatively from subblocks 31∼36. As a result, the LBP eigenvalue of the six sub-blocks were divided by the projection error of each subblock. The normalized LBP eigenvalue of each subblock is shown in Figure 11 (a) and the ratio of LBP eigenvalue to projection error of each subblock is presented in Figure 11(b) .
It can be seen that the intervals in Figure 11 (b) were larger than those in Figure 11 (a). The eigenvalues were stretched and the slope was increased, making the LBP features more distinguishable.
The extended LBP and original LBP algorithms were further contrasted through cross-validation. Each algorithm was applied to micro-expression recognition for 10, 20, 30 and 40 times. The mean recognition rate of each algorithm in each application is recorded in Table 1 below. Figure 12 shows the recognition rates of the two algorithms for each micro-expression. The extended LBP algorithm clearly outperformed the original algorithm in students' dataset. Therefore, the proposed method can eliminate the negative impact of the difference between individual expressions, and achieve a good recognition rate at a fast speed.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Considering the dense distribution of normalized LBP features of each micro-expression, this paper puts forward a micro-expression recognition method that divides the LBP feature extracted from each sub-block of the original image. The original LBP algorithm was improved with the projection error between the corresponding subblocks in the microexpression image and the neutral expression image. Through comparison, it is proved that the extended LBP algorithm clearly outperforms the original algorithm. Micro-expression occurs very quickly and attempt to hide real emotions and potentials. The advancement and development of microexpression recognition technology and algorithm make it possible to realize effective teaching, and help students to understand their inner state, understand their real ideas, and promote meaningful learning. The proposed method can also be extended to other image recognition and classification problems. The future research will further enhance the robustness of our algorithm under various real-world interferences.
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